
 

 

 
 
 

2018 Vermont Brewers Association Technical and Education Conference 
Friday, April 13, 2018 Burton Headquarters 

Evaluation Form 
 

 
1.  Please give the day an overall rating based on, content, presenters, and location 

(please circle one).  For the purpose of this survey 1 is the lowest and five is the 
highest  

 
1 2 3 4 5 

                                              2          20         16 
Gave the location a 1 because he/she is from S. VT 
Screen wasn’t bright enough 

2.  Please rate each presenter/panel and the content presented. Rating scale is 1-5 
a.  Exciting Safety Resources for Brewers- Matt Stinchfield, Safety 
Ambassador for the Brewers Association 

  
 Presenter Rating: 5-21, 4-15, 3-2, 2-1 
Solid public speaker engaging, off topic (& a little off color) at time 

   
 Content Rating:      5-17, 4-18, 3-3, 2-2 
Relevant, important 

 
 Comments: 

Great info 
Great subject kept it informative and entertaining  
For as dry as a topic (but extremely important!) safety is, he was very enthusiastic and humorous 
Great info, thanks 
Good reminder of BA info available 
Touched on a lot of common sense points. Always good to hear! 
Great energy/stories, great tools. I’ve used them, we need to publicize these! 
Best safety talk 
Important topic but dry 
Website reference was very helpful.  
Using chart for writing Sop’s is a great idea 
Necessary, informative, important, not the most interesting… but so goes safety. 



 

 

Sex metaphor was inappropriate, homophobic and masogynistic 
Good references to take back and look over. 
Weird but good info. 
I found the powerpoint rather dry for the most part. A possibility for improving the content is 
elaborating on the culture of safety by providing more elaborate examples of positive and negative 
culture, and how to move the latter to the former. Mentioning the boss who doesn’t care was a stem in 
that direction, I would have liked to see the path extended. 
Good to practice 
The identifying hazards slide is very difficult to read because of the color scheme. Outline in black? 
Excited about all the safety infor online. 

 
b.  Quality Assurance and Quality Control Part II: Canning/Packaging 
Quality Control - Robert Kuntz, Magic Hat Brewing Company  

  
 Presenter Rating: 5-17, 4-16, 3-2, 2-3, 2-1 
Solid public speaker, knowledgeable 

 
     Content Rating: 5-20, 4-13, 3-3, 2-0, 1-1 

Specific, incredibly in depth, educational/ informative 
     Comments: 

Good stuff, an overview but points towards some really good stuff           
Great info 
Important subject, very technical but easy to understand 
Only talked about one type of canning machine or process=linear vs. Counter pressure 
Appreciate the personal case studies,  
Case studies very helpful,  
Case studies super helpful   
Case studies were helpful in demonstrating problem solving techs 
Very informative 
Great, relevant information 
Lots of details, very specific, didn’t really mention consequences… how do the seams affect the 
product? 
Best sensory training I’ve seen in over 10 years. 
Tough to compress this topic into 1 hour. 
Sometimes too in depth and bogged down in details 
Good overview of common canning issues 
Smart, engaging and informative. Would like to hear more. 
Good, definitely well versed in canning ops. Perhaps too big of a scale for us but worked. 
Good info, organization questionable 



 

 

Though there are other canners besides Wild Goose, we aren’t having much about them. Expressing 
the reasons why these considerations are important (do effective reaming) would make the content 
more engaging and relevant. What ways would make the content more relatable? Breaking away from 
power point would help. The sequencing of this presenting of an hour of power point beforehand is 
kinda brutal. 
More indepth would have been nice. 
Very good info, not very applicable to my scale. Very good resources. Would have liked more examples. 
Very small text. Lots of useful information. 
 
 
 
 
 

c.  Sensory Talk and Tasting by Roy Desrochers 
  
 Presenter Rating: 5-34, 4-3 

Knowledgable, solid public speaker, passionate 
  Content Rating: 5-32, 4-4, 3-1 

Interesting, educational/informative 
  Comments: 

Amazing and Knowledgeable  
Excellent 
Learned a lot and I have done many of these, Fun Experience 
Fantastic! 
Loved this! 
Good at keeping things going, a little side tracked wasn’t able to cover all slide 
Some slides hard to read. Presenter very charismatic  
Very insightful 
Very helpful! 
Excellent walk through, enjoyable presentation 
Engaging and informative 
Long but very good. Informative and interesting 
Awesome! 
Good. Dragged a little bit, perhaps 1.5+ hours was too long 
Well experienced with really good info 
It seems that he could find a way to relate his content more to the flavors in the beers we make. What 
about Gose? 
I could have sat thru another hour. 
Very informative. Wish we had more time for off –flavors 
Extremely Educational 



 

 

Super interesting 
 

3.    What sessions would you want to see expanded upon in the future?  
 
Sensory 15 
Sensory talk expanded 1 
Food chemistry  really helpful, more on taste & off flavor1 
Bottling/canning 3this is increasingly the most frustrating and difficult tasks for 
production brewers 
Tasting 2 
Process 1 
The barrel prog/ aging and souring 2 
Consumer research based on flavor analysis over multiple data points 1 
All great would love expanded versions 1 
Packaging changes/techniques 2  
Best Practices 1 
Innovation & R/D 1 
Quality assurance 1 
Quality Control 2 
Safety 1  
 

4.  Are there guest speakers you would like to see or topics you would like 
discussed at future education events?  If so, please list them below.  

Waste Water treatment 
Sensory talk 
Absolutely taste panel guy 
Tom Shellhammer on Fermentation science and flavor 
Chemical compounds of hops and yeast 
Free Barrel course 
Yeast management and prorogation 
Water chemistry 
Brewery Efficiency 
Barrel aging 
The barrel program 
Wild Fermentation 
They were all really good 
Would love to hear more on different aspects of QC throughout the brewing process.  
I thoroughly enjoyed Roy’s talk/session. To have someone invested in beer but also brings different 
knowledge/experience to a room full of all beer. 
More Women! 



 

 

 
 
 

5.    Do you have any additional comments you would like to share?  
Thank you, as always 3 
Half day great!  Location great! 
The screen is difficult to read, too much light? 
Good day. I did like the ½ day because it allowed me to have the morning for brewery but would still do 
a full day too. 
Get speakers who can relate to small brewers. Eg: $50k for can testing is probably beyond reach for 
many people in this room. 
I love tech days! 
Great opportunity. Looking forward to more. 
Liked the ½ day session although the individualized topics during the full day session were also 
great/able to pick and choose what topics we’d like to delve into more. 
 
 
 


